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Wall-bounded turbulent flows at high Reynolds numbers have become an increasingly active area of
research in recent years. Many challenges remain in theory, scaling, physical understanding,
experimental techniques, and numerical simulations. In this paper we distill the salient advances of
recent origin, particularly those that challenge textbook orthodoxy. Some of the outstanding
questions, such as the extent of the logarithmic overlap layer, the universality or otherwise of the
principal model parameters such as the von Kármán “constant,” the parametrization of roughness
effects, and the scaling of mean flow and Reynolds stresses, are highlighted. Research avenues that
may provide answers to these questions, notably the improvement of measuring techniques and the
construction of new facilities, are identified. We also highlight aspects where differences of opinion
persist, with the expectation that this discussion might mark the beginning of their resolution.
© 2010 American Institute of Physics. doi:10.1063/1.3453711
I. INTRODUCTION
We discuss aspects of our knowledge of incompressible,
wall-bounded turbulent flows in an attempt to identify the
key issues and challenges. The emphasis is on the behavior
at high Reynolds numbers, and the discussion is directed to
constant-pressure boundary layers as well as to pipe and
channel flows. Recent advances, spurred by a series of inter-
national workshops and experimental studies, challenge cur-
rent textbook orthodoxy and it therefore appeared useful to
present them in this form. We have included alternative per-
spectives where appropriate. Our account focuses on the
mean velocity distribution, fluctuations, as well as a hierar-
chy of turbulence structures. Beyond posing the questions
believed to be important, we also identify avenues of re-
search that may provide answers to these questions. We be-
lieve that these views will contribute to the improved under-
standing of wall-bounded turbulence based on first
principles, and thus advance our ability to model, compute,
and predict its behavior.
Given its practical importance, the topic of wall-bounded
turbulent flows has received continuous attention since the
formulation of the boundary layer concept. Almost from the
start one important focus of research has been on the struc-
ture and scaling of wall turbulence at high Reynolds num-
bers. Clauser1 and Coles and Hirst2 presented comprehensive
reviews of what is now commonly referred to as “classical”
scaling. A relatively recent review of scaling issues is given
by Gad-el-Hak and Bandyopadhyay.3 In this view, which is
largely related to the mean velocity behavior, the boundary
layer is held to be composed of two principal regions that
follow distinct scalings: a near-wall region where viscosity is
important, and the outer region where it is not. On the basis
of the mean momentum equation, the velocity and length
scales in the near-wall region are taken to be U=w / and
 /U, respectively, where w is the wall stress,  is the fluid
density, and  is the fluid kinematic viscosity. In the outer
region, it is assumed that the appropriate length scale is the
boundary layer thickness , or a scale related to , and the
velocity scale continues to be U, since U sets up the inner
boundary condition for the outer flow. In Townsend’s
approach,4,5 for example, U is regarded as a “slip” velocity
seen by the outer scale motions and hence the appropriate
scale for the deviation of the mean velocity from the free
stream value of U.
Hence, for zero-pressure-gradient ZPG turbulent
boundary layers and flows in fully developed pipes and chan-
nels, the mean velocity profile is expressed6 in the form of a
law of the wall/law of the wake,
U+ = fy+ +gy/ . 1
Here, U is the mean velocity at a distance y from the wall
and the superscript + indicates nondimensionalization using
the friction velocity U and the viscous length  /U. The
parameter  is referred to as the Coles wake factor. For pipe
and channel flows, the same scaling is used by replacing  by
the radius of the pipe R or the half-channel height h. Close to
the wall, the inner function fy+ dominates: for y+→0 the
total shear stress is all viscous and fy+y+ with g0=0.
Further away from the wall the influence of viscosity dimin-
ishes, and if one assumes the existence of a region whereaElectronic mail: nagib@iit.edu.
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viscosity does not affect the mean-relative motions and
hence U+ /y+, for smooth walls, the standard logarithmic
profile is obtained from dimensional analysis and the
Reynolds number invariance principle,4,7
U+ =
1

lny+ + B . 2
Alternatively, the classical log law is obtained from an over-
lap argument following Millikan,8 and the von Kármán con-
stant , is regarded as universal, with the additive constant
depending on the geometry pipe, channel, or boundary
layer and the wall roughness.
We will momentarily discuss alternatives to the log law,
but the beauty of this classical result is its simplicity, particu-
larly given the complexity of the multiscale nonlinear prob-
lem at hand. The underlying assumption is that the inner and
outer regions connect only through the common velocity
scale U, and the mean velocity data confirm, at some level,
the accuracy of this simple notion.
A second important focus of research on wall-bounded
turbulence was inspired by the observation of coherent struc-
tures in turbulent boundary layers, starting with the horse-
shoe eddies identified by Theodorsen,9 subsequently coupled
with the discovery by Hama et al.10 and Kline et al.11 of the
near-wall streaks and their role in the turbulence production
cycle. Townsend4,5 was among the first to couple scaling
theories with the notion of coherent organized motions,
which were significantly advanced by Head and
Bandyopadhyay12 and Perry and Chong.13 Major reviews on
the topic of coherent structures have been presented by
Cantwell,14 Sreenivasan15 and Robinson,16 and more recently
by Panton17 and Adrian.18 The study of coherent structures
revealed that the turbulent motions in the near-wall region
interact with motions in the outer region, sometimes quite
violently, as in sudden eruptions of near-wall fluid into the
outer region bursting and the apparent modulation of near-
wall motions by the passage of outer layer structures. The
concept of “active” and “inactive” motions was advanced by
Townsend4,5 and Bradshaw19 to distinguish the motions that
contribute to wall-normal velocity fluctuations v and the mo-
mentum transport thought to scale with the wall distance y
perhaps coupled to the heads of the horseshoe eddies, from
the motions that contribute primarily to the wall-parallel ve-
locity fluctuations u and w “sloshing” motions induced on a
scale commensurate with y and .
Given this more recent background, it is not surprising
that distributions of the turbulence intensity, particularly the
streamwise component u2, do not scale according to the
simple inner-outer arguments that seemed to work so well for
the mean velocity profile. Further, u2 near the wall does not
appear to collapse in inner layer variables and shows a sig-
nificant dependence on Reynolds number see Fig. 1. In
addition, some authors have reported the appearance of a
peak in the outer layer distribution of u2 at high Reynolds
numbers, as shown in Fig. 2. In contrast, the spacing of the
near-wall streaks seems invariant with Reynolds number, as
seen in Fig. 3.
These observations raise obvious questions on how to
scale and model turbulence in wall-bounded flows. Similarly
interesting questions have been raised in recent years on the
structure. For example, measurements of spectra have re-
vealed the presence of previously unsuspected very large
scale motions VLSMs that contribute significantly to the
total energy content at all positions away from the wall. Al-
though their origin and nature are yet to be fully revealed,
they are associated with a peak in the premultiplied stream-
wise spectrum at low wave numbers Kim and Adrian26 and
have a characteristic scale that is of the order of 10 10R
in pipes, as shown in Fig. 4. The VLSMs can contribute as
much as half the energy at high Reynolds numbers
Marusic28 and Balakumar and Adrian29.
Why did such major features of wall-bounded turbulence
become apparent only so recently? Part of the reason is that
the past decade or so has witnessed considerable research at
high Reynolds number. This emphasis on high Reynolds
number has triggered the construction of major new experi-
mental facilities and advances in experimental diagnostics,
as well as direct numerical simulations DNS. Recent high-
Reynolds-number wall-bounded flow facilities notably in-
clude the Princeton Superpipe Zagarola and Smits30 and the
development of SLTEST, a site on the salt-flats of the
Great Salt Lake Desert in Utah Klewicki et al.31. High-
Reynolds-number boundary layer facilities were also initi-
ated in Chicago Nagib et al.32, Stockholm Österlund
et al.33, Lille Carlier and Stanislas34, Melbourne Nickels
et al.35, and Stanford DeGraaff and Eaton36. At the same
time, new experimental techniques, such as multiplane par-
ticle image velocimetry PIV and variants thereof have be-
come mainstream diagnostic tools and have been success-
fully used to study wall turbulence Adrian et al.,37 Tomkins
and Adrian,38 Kahler,39 Ganapathisubramani et al.,40
Hambleton et al.,41 Carlier and Stanislas,34 Elsinga,42 etc..
On the computational side, the DNS of channel flow Moser
FIG. 1. Variation of the peak value of the inner-scaled streamwise turbu-
lence intensity with Reynolds number which occurs around y+15. The
solid symbols are DNS results, and the open symbols are experimental. The
circles indicate boundary layers, the squares are channels, and the triangles
are for ASL data. The sources for the data are as given by Marusic and
Kunkel Ref. 20 and Metzger and Klewicki Ref. 21. The lines indicate
possible trends in the data, with the differences between the lines indicative
of the estimated uncertainties.
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et al.,43 Abe et al.,44 Iwamoto et al.,45 del Alamo et al.,46
Hoyas and Jimenez,47 Hu et al.,48 etc. has offered new in-
sights into the spatial organization and interactions of struc-
tures in the flow.
These developments have also led to a reanalysis and
reassessment of the boundary-layer scaling at high Reynolds
number and its asymptotic behavior. In addition to refine-
ments of the classical scaling see, e.g., Monkewitz et al.49,
alternative theories have been proposed questioning the form
and basis of classical scaling laws Barenblatt et al.,50
George and Castillo,51 Klewicki et al.52. The ensuing debate
on logarithmic versus power-law scaling of the mean veloc-
ity received considerable attention. With new experimental
data at higher Reynolds numbers have come renewed ques-
tions related to the universality of the near-wall region and
the influence of outer-flow motions. A recent, and compre-
hensive, survey of the state of research on the topic of scal-
ing and structure in wall turbulence is given in a series of
papers summarized by McKeon and Sreenivasan.53
In an attempt to resolve some of these new questions,
and to reconcile subtle but important differences between
various studies at the same nominal Reynolds numbers, a
workshop was organized at Princeton University in October
of 2003. Since then four followup workshops have been con-
ducted in Trieste 2004, Chicago 2005, Erice 2006, and
Baltimore 2008. Here, we present our perspective on the
FIG. 2. The top plot, taken from Morrison et al. Ref. 22, shows u2+
profiles in pipe flow. The bottom plot, taken from Fernholz and Finley Ref.
23, shows the same for boundary layer data. The tables are from the re-
spective references and indicate the Reynolds number range and measure-
ment conditions.
FIG. 3. Spanwise spacing of streaks in viscous sublayer, normalized by wall
variables. Square symbols: data from Kline et al. Ref. 11; filled triangles:
Smith and Metzler Ref. 24; filled circle: Klewicki et al. Ref. 25.
FIG. 4. Premultiplied streamwise velocity spectra at y /R=0.1 taken in the
Superpipe for a range of Reynolds numbers. Figure is adapted from
McKeon and Morrison Ref. 27. The vertical line indicates the streamwise
wavelength x /R=10, corresponding to VLSMs.
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new insights gained from these workshops. We aim to syn-
thesize the main points and highlight the issues that need to
be resolved, without presenting a comprehensive review of
all the topics. We also consider other recent advances and
point out where important differences of opinion persist, so
as to mark the beginning of their resolution.
II. HIGH-REYNOLDS-NUMBER EXPERIMENTS
The Reynolds number dependence of turbulence quanti-
ties, whenever observed, is generally weak, scaling with
something like the log of the Reynolds number. Therefore, it
is essential to have access to high-Reynolds-number flows or,
even more invaluably, facilities that can achieve a large
range of Reynolds numbers. Table I summarizes the principal
sources of data with Re	4000 that have been considered
during the workshops, where Re is the friction Reynolds
number, also called the Kármán number, defined as the ratio
of the boundary layer thickness  or pipe radius or channel
half-height to the friction length scale  /U. Many of these
sites have only come online in the past decade and, in addi-
tion, large facilities are at various stages of planning now.
These include the CICLoPE pipe described by Talamelli
et al.59 and the New Hampshire wind tunnel.60
In addition to the access to the necessary facilities, ac-
curate measurements are required to identify the often subtle
scaling trends in wall-bounded flows. This may seem like an
elementary statement to make, but since the largest scale of
the flow , R, or h is fixed by the size of the facility, the
viscous scale becomes small at high Reynolds number, and a
major challenge to the experimentalist is to maintain a suffi-
ciently small measurement volume to avoid spatially averag-
ing the smallest scales. Accurate measurements also require
particular attention to the details of calibration and the re-
sponse of the instrumentation. Both of these issues will be
considered in more detail when discussing the available ex-
perimental data. We first consider some specific aspects of
the experimental facilities themselves.
A. Atmospheric surface layer data
The near-neutral atmospheric surface layer ASL has
been a historic source of very high Reynolds numbers, and
the establishment of the Surface Layer Turbulence and En-
vironmental Science Test SLTEST site on the salt playa of
Utah’s Western desert by Metzger and Klewicki21 and
Metzger61 has been very influential. The strategic importance
of the near-neutral ASL is clear: it represents some of the
TABLE I. Compilation of experiments considered extensively in the Workshops. OFI indicates oil-film inter-
ferometry, HW hot wires, 
P pressure drop,  is the von Kármán constant, and U is the friction velocity.
Reference
Flow
type
Highest
Re 
y+: start
of log law
No. of decades
of log law
U
method
U
meas. tech.
McKeon et al.a Pipe 300 000 0.421 600 1.8 
P Pitot/HW
Morrison et al.b
Princeton Superpipe
Montyc Pipe 4000 0.384 100 0.8 
P Pitot/HW
Melbourne
Montyc Channel 4000 0.389 100 0.8 
P Pitot/HW
Melbourne
Zanoun et al.d Channel 4800 0.37 150 0.8 
P HW
Erlangen
Nagib et al.e BL 22 000 0.384 200 1.4 OFI HW
NDF, Chicago
Österlund et al.f BL 14 000 0.38 200 1.0 OFI HW
KTH, Stockholm
Nickels et al.g 2007 BL 23 000 0.39 200 1.5 OFI Pitot/HW
ICET Duncan et al.h
Melbourne
Metzger & Klewicki BL O106 ¯ ¯ 3 ¯ HW
SLTEST, Utah
aReference 54.
bReference 22.
cReference 55.
dReference 56.
eReference 32.
fReference 33.
gReference 57.
hReference 58.
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highest Reynolds number conditions that can be achieved
terrestrially and without the stringent constraints on probe
resolution imposed by smaller-scale boundary layers. There
is evidence that the ASL near-wall turbulence Metzger and
Klewicki,21 Marusic and Hutchins,62 etc. and pressure field
Klewicki et al.63 scale in a manner similar to the canonical
turbulent boundary layer. At the least, the ASL anchors Rey-
nolds number trends in ways that would not be possible
otherwise.
It should be noted, however, that the experimental chal-
lenges of obtaining high quality ASL data are severe, and
considerable effort has been spent assessing the suitability of
the ASL as a model for the canonical boundary layer. Of
major importance is the issue of statistical convergence aris-
ing from the nonstationarity of the ASL, specifically due to a
limited period of near neutrality, wind speed, and direction.
Other questions are the importance of thermal effects asso-
ciated with the passage through near neutrality, fetch
conditions that is, topological and surface roughness varia-
tions, the upstream and “free stream” boundary conditions,
and so on.
B. Wall shear stress data
For boundary layer flows, a major limitation is that there
is still no sufficiently accurate way to measure the wall shear
stress and hence U for all surface conditions. One ideally
needs an accuracy of perhaps 0.5% or better see Nagib
et al.32 to draw definitive conclusions. Clearly, a Clauser
chart approach cannot be used to test the validity of the log
law as it assumes it a priori. Oil-film interferometry is per-
haps the best direct measurement method but its accuracy is
still limited to no better than 1% to 2% e.g., Ruedi et al.,64
Fernholz et al.,65 and Monkewitz et al.49. It is also limited to
gas flows and nonrough surface conditions. For pipes and
channels, the situation is more straightforward as the wall-
shear stress is known for fully developed flows from the
pressure drop along the length of the pipe or channel. How-
ever, channel facilities must have aspect ratios much larger
than 10 to minimize side wall effects on the wall shear stress
and on the flow field, in general. The experiments listed in
Table I use an independent measure of wall-shear stress. The
table shows the reported value of the von Kármán constant ,
the length of the documented log region, and where the log
law is reported to begin. These issues will be discussed later
in Sec. III B. Note that for historical reasons we refer to  as
a constant while it may indeed be a variable coefficient as
discussed later.
C. Evolution from initial conditions
An important issue with respect to the experimental fa-
cilities is the evolution from initial conditions: the develop-
ment length in pipes and channels and the effects of up-
stream history on the development of boundary layers. The
fact that in many experiments these effects are not, or only
incompletely, documented is one of the principal causes of
past and present disagreements between different experi-
ments and their interpretations.
1. Pipe and channel flows
An issue raised in connection with the design of the
CICLoPE pipe by Talamelli et al.59 was the minimum devel-
opment length for a pipe or channel flow to be regarded as
fully developed. The definition of fully developed requires
that all mean flow quantities that is, velocity field and pres-
sure gradient and all turbulence quantities i.e., u2, spectra,
skewness, flatness, etc. should become independent of
streamwise location. A survey of the existing literature on
pipe flows reveals considerable variation in what is consid-
ered a sufficient development length, where many workers
have chosen to go longer as a precaution which is perhaps a
wise decision if the option is available. For example, while
Nikuradse66 used 40D, where D is the pipe diameter, Perry
et al.67 used 398D, and Zagarola and Smits30 used 164D
based on an assessment of the Reynolds number dependence
of the transition length, the development of the turbulent
wall boundary layers and a large-eddy development length.
In response to this practical query, Doherty et al.68 con-
ducted a series of detailed experiments in the Melbourne
pipe, the same facility originally used by Perry et al.67 Hot-
wire velocity profile measurements were made at streamwise
intervals of 2.5D starting from the pipe entrance to a length
of 228D for bulk Reynolds numbers of 105 and 2.0105.
They concluded that the mean velocity invariance was
achieved at approximately 50D, while higher order statistics
up to flatness required 80D of development length. It is
possible that longer development lengths will be required at
higher Reynolds numbers, but the Melbourne experiments
provide important guidance for large projects such as
CICLoPE where the large pipe diameter D0.9 m would
entail substantial costs for any extra length of pipe.
Similar experiments were also carried out by Monty55
and Lien et al.69 in the Melbourne channel flow facility to
investigate the required development length for turbulent
channel flow. Here only mean velocity profiles were mea-
sured and it was concluded that 130 channel heights of de-
velopment distance were required for invariance of the mean
velocity field for bulk Reynolds numbers ranging from
4.0104 to 1.85105. We do not fully understand the dif-
ference from the pipes. The challenge of a longer develop-
ment length in channel flows, exacerbated by the require-
ments on the aspect ratio and the larger flow rate required to
reach the same Reynolds number as in a pipe, makes the
construction of truly high-Reynolds-number channel facili-
ties exceedingly difficult; see Zanoun et al.70 This is unfor-
tunate in view of the emphasis given to this flow field in
DNS of wall-bounded turbulence. As an outcome of this
work, the DNS of pipe flows is being encouraged, and a few
data sets are now becoming available for example, Wu and
Moin71.
2. Boundary layers
For ZPG boundary layers, issues related to streamwise
evolution are considerably more complex. Discussions at the
workshops, and a survey of existing literature, revealed that
some confusion and disagreement still exists concerning the
use of the term equilibrium, or what constitutes a well-
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behaved flow. A strict definition of equilibrium according to
Townsend4 and Rotta7 requires all mean-relative motions and
energy-containing components of turbulence for example,
Reynolds shear stress and the turbulence intensities to have
distributions that become invariant with streamwise develop-
ment when scaled with local length and velocity scales see,
especially, Narasimha and Prabhu72. Rotta7 demonstrated
that the only wall-bounded flow for which this can occur on
a hydrodynamically smooth surface is the sink flow, and this
condition was experimentally validated by Jones et al.73
In boundary layers other than the sink flow, not even the
mean velocity can be described from the wall to the free
stream by a function of a single similarity variable. At least
two similarity variables, y+=yU / and y / are required.
Therefore, the above strict definition of equilibrium needs to
be relaxed: In the boundary layer one might speak of equi-
librium when the mean velocity deficit U−U in the outer
part exhibits self-similarity, since this region dominates at
large Reynolds numbers.
The commonly held view is that the mean-velocity pro-
file in all ZPG boundary layers would be self-similar accord-
ing to the above definition when the Reynolds number is
sufficiently high. This stems largely from the interpretation
of data correlations with Reynolds number, such as the one
by Coles74 for the wake factor , which becomes nominally
constant for Re8000, Re being the Reynolds number
based on momentum thickness. Significant scatter in the data
has led to questions about the validity of the experiments
used in the correlation. It has also motivated new theories by
Castillo and Johansson75 and others to introduce additional
parameters to explain the deviation of some data sets from
classical scaling. Another possible explanation for the scatter
is the rather strong dependence of  on the method by which
it is extracted from the data and, more generally, on how
sensitive  and  are to the particular fit used for the outer
part of the mean velocity profile see Monkewitz et al.,76 for
a detailed discussion.
It is also important to keep in mind that each experimen-
tal and computed boundary layer must develop from a
unique set of upstream boundary conditions. Here we are
referring to inflow conditions and tripping/transition devices,
and not to poorly designed experiments affected by high
free-stream turbulence, three dimensionality, or spurious
pressure gradients. For example, a boundary layer develop-
ing on a short plate at high speed may have the same Re as
a boundary layer developing on a long plate at low speed,
but not necessarily the same value of the shape factor
H= / and/or of , unless the development length of both
layers has been sufficient; see the recent discussions by
Chauhan and Nagib77 and Castillo and Walker.78 What is the
sufficient development length for a ZPG boundary layer to
become independent of initial conditions? In general, this
question is still open, but the answer must depend on the
specific initial conditions, on the quantity being considered,
and on the desired degree of independence, which needs to
be quantified. In other words, a flow is not fully character-
ized by its Reynolds number alone.
Recent progress on the easier problem of quantifying the
deviation from the canonical equilibrium state has been en-
couraging, largely because many of the new experiments ob-
tained the wall stress by independent means, and have care-
fully documented the evolution of the boundary layer with
downstream distance. However, additional data from differ-
ent facilities are required before many of the questions can
be answered satisfactorily, and this has become a focus
for ongoing collaborative efforts. Significant advances
have been made by Nagib et al.,32 Chauhan et al.,79 and
Monkewitz et al.,49 who have proposed criteria to quantify
when ZPG boundary layers are well behaved. Their criteria
are based on the assumption that the canonical asymptotic
state is attained when  reaches a constant value and/or the
values of skin friction and shape factor are consistent with
each other in the framework of classical theory. They argue
that, once the asymptotic state is reached, the influence of
initial conditions should appear only in a virtual origin,
which is a correction of the nominal streamwise position xˆ
along the plate. Figure 5 shows how a large collection of
existing data compares, with and without the virtual origin
correction. The uncorrected data illustrate the high degree of
variability among different experiments, as discussed above.
The globally successful correction is based on the asymptotic
boundary layer growth  /x2 / ln2Rex derived by
Monkewitz et al.49 from the log law without arbitrary data
fitting.
The more difficult problem of how the canonical
asymptotic state evolves from an arbitrary initial condition
was first tackled by Perry et al.80,81 who computed the devel-
opment of the ZPG boundary layer from a specified set of
initial conditions using the momentum and continuity equa-
tions in simplified form. This involves the hypotheses that
the total shear stress field is uniquely described by a two-
FIG. 5. Variation of normalized boundary layer development without xˆ /,
top part, and with correction x / for virtual origin bottom. Taken from
Chauhan et al. Ref. 79. Here a total of 471 data points are shown, where
the different symbols represents results that satisfy different levels of criteria
according to Chauhan et al. Ref. 79. “” indicate where the criteria fail.
The solid line is the theoretical result from Monkewitz et al. Ref. 49 in
conjunction with numerical integration of a composite profile fit to the mean
velocity profile.
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parameter family, while a one-parameter formulation such as
Eq. 1 is used for the mean flow. In addition, a relation
between the mean flow and shear-stress parameters is re-
quired to close the system of equations. Figure 6 shows typi-
cal calculations using the scheme of Perry et al.80,82 for the
evolution of ZPG boundary layers from different initial
shape factors H and Reynolds numbers. Figure 6b displays
the evolution of  versus Re corresponding to the cases in
Fig. 6a. In this scheme,  may become a true constant only
in the asymptotic limit Re→, but the variation at finite
Reynolds number is very weak. It is obvious from Fig. 6 that
all the different evolution curves converge to a single bifur-
cation line, which can be regarded as equivalent to the
asymptotic curves proposed by Nagib and coworkers to in-
dicate when an evolving boundary layer becomes well be-
haved. According to Perry et al.,81 the evolution curves in
Fig. 6 are still somewhat qualitative as they are sensitive to
the choice of  and of the closure model, which requires high
quality experimental data for calibration. With new data it
should be possible to resolve the evolution question for
boundary layers and, in particular, to consolidate the evolu-
tion model of Perry et al.81 and the asymptotic state analysis
and correlations of Nagib et al.32
The challenge in designing any facility or computational
domain for boundary layers is to quickly achieve and then
subsequently maintain the desired pressure gradient for a suf-
ficient distance, while at the same time avoiding the influ-
ence of the side and opposite walls. In view of the delicate
balance between the wall shear and the growth of the bound-
ary layer at constant pressure, it turns out that the ZPG case
is quite difficult to achieve. The model transients presented
in Fig. 6 suggest that it can only be approximated experimen-
tally. This observation is augmented by the sensitivity of
parameters such as the shape factor H and the von Kármán
constant  to any deviation from the ZPG condition, as
shown in the compilation of shape factors in Fig. 7.
III. MEAN FLOW
A. Extensions and alternatives to the logarithmic law
For ZPG turbulent boundary layers and flows in fully
developed pipes and channels, the classical arguments lead
to a logarithmic variation in the mean velocity profile. Sev-
eral extensions and alternative formulations have been pro-
posed, but the main alternative is a power-law representation.
Before discussing it briefly, however, it is useful to mention
two prototypical extensions. The first has been proposed by
Wei et al.83 who argued, based on the ratio of viscous and
Reynolds stress gradients, that the classical inner and outer
layers need to be supplemented by intermediate “mesolay-
ers” see also Klewicki et al.52; this is an elaboration of the
same concept formulated earlier by Long and Chen,84
Afzal,85 and Sreenivasan.86 In particular, they propose a layer
centered on the location of maximum Reynolds stress yRS max
+
for which they derive the scaling yRS max
+ +1/2 in accord
with the above references. While these additional layers may
help to give a physical interpretation, they do not appear to
be necessary in a formal sense because the scaling for yRS max
+
is simply the intermediate scaling in the procedure of
Kevorkian and Cole87 for matching two layers, that is, the
classical inner region and the outer wake region.
A second type of extension has been proposed by
Wosnik et al.88 for pipe and channel flows. Using near as-
ymptotics with the friction velocity as the outer velocity
scale, they derived a log law, albeit with an extra additive
constant for y+ and a weak Reynolds number dependence for
, which corresponds, at least qualitatively, to the variation
seen in some experiments at low Reynolds number. Regard-
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FIG. 6. Computed evolution of shape factor H and Coles wake factor  vs
Reynolds number for various initial conditions for ZPG boundary layers
using the model of Perry et al. Ref. 82.
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FIG. 7. Color online Variation of shape factor with Reynolds number in
boundary layers evolving toward zero pressure gradient from Chauhan
et al. Ref. 77, and at nominally ZPG conditions Chauhan et al.
Ref. 79. The solid line is obtained by numerical integration of a composite
profile description of the mean velocity profile given in the latter reference,
with dashed lines indicating H0.008.
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ing the additive constant in the logarithmic profile, B, it must
be considered as a higher order correction integrated into the
leading order logarithmic profile. Since the logarithmic part
of the velocity profile is centered on y+ of order Re
1/2
1
see above, lny++a+ can be expanded as lny++ a+ /y+
+O1 /y+2. In other words, while such a shift of origin may
improve the fit at low Reynolds numbers, it most likely rep-
resents only part of the complete higher order correction.
Other studies have also noted the possibility of a log law
with a shifted origin, including Oberlack,89 Lindgren et al.,90
and Spalart et al.91
Returning to the power-law alternatives, Barenblatt92
showed that if Reynolds number effects persist at all Rey-
nolds numbers the similarity is incomplete and, as a conse-
quence, the mean velocity follows power laws with
Reynolds-number-dependent exponents for pipes and chan-
nels, and with further attributes also in boundary layers. He
also remarked on physical mechanisms that could bring
about this persistent dependence on viscosity even in the
outer layer. These studies have been discussed at some
length, and we will not directly add much to that discussion.
George and Castillo51 and George93,94 argued that the scaling
behavior in boundary layers is different from that in pipes
and channels since the boundary layer is not homogeneous in
the streamwise direction with the consequence, among oth-
ers, that there is no justification for using the friction velocity
as the velocity scale for both the inner and outer regions. In
developing an alternative scaling, George and Castillo51 sug-
gested the asymptotic invariance principle that requires a
consistent scaling of the equations at all Reynolds numbers.
Therefore, based on the asymptotic behavior of the mean
momentum equation and requiring a similarity solution for
Re=+→, they conclude that U, the freestream velocity,
is the only theoretically acceptable velocity scale for the
outer region. This leads to a power-law representation for the
mean flow. Recently Jones et al.95 have challenged the asser-
tion that U is the only acceptable velocity scale using the-
oretical arguments and show that U is equally acceptable in
the asymptotic limit. Also, arguing along the lines of
Panton,96 the outer expansion of the mean velocity Uouter
U+OU should be made nondimensional with U to
yield U /U=1+O1 /U
+. While this is so far equivalent to
the classical formulation, it may be helpful for future theo-
retical developments.
The debate over power law versus log law may continue
until very clear differences can be shown in high-fidelity
experimental data at high Reynolds numbers. The real diffi-
culty is that experiments are unlikely to ever reveal
asymptotic conditions for a boundary layer. Indeed, one can
evaluate the viability of an asymptotic theory only in the
context of finite-Reynolds-number corrections, which no
theory has satisfactorily produced thus far. For example, the
asymptotic limit corresponds to U
+ →, while for the ASL
typical values are U
+
=40 and for a boundary layer that is
marginally past transition U
+18. Hence, for incompress-
ible flows U
+ → quickly requires a boundary layer of in-
tergalactic reach, and the limit is practically irrelevant. Nev-
ertheless, a mathematically sound description of the
turbulent boundary layer should be well behaved in the
asymptotic limit. Recent efforts by Monkewitz et al.49 tackle
this problem by considering the self-consistency of leading
order terms in asymptotic expansions and finding clear sup-
port for the classical scaling and the log law. Monkewitz
et al.76 also compared a multitude of high-Reynolds-number
experimental data to the classical scaling and the two main
power-law theories and conclude that the log law is empiri-
cally superior.
B. Asymptotic regime
The issue considered here is the minimum separation of
scales required in practice for the mean flow to reach a ca-
nonical asymptotic state. It is clear that there is strictly no
threshold value, but that the problem needs to be posed as
follows: for the asymptotic state to be approached within a
preset allowable accuracy, the scale ratio has to be above a
certain number. Within the classical framework, this question
has become almost synonymous with determining the mini-
mum Reynolds number required to observe a clear logarith-
mic variation in the profile, which in turn is closely related to
the question of the extent of the logarithmic layer. Given Eq.
1, the log law should begin at a fixed value of y+, while the
experiments in Table I give estimates between 100 and 600.
In ZPG boundary layers, the extent of a clear log law esti-
mated by Nagib et al.32 from recent experimental data is
y+200 and y /0.12. Recent analyses have suggested that
the start of the log law may depend on Reynolds number or
flow conditions, as discussed below. Wosnik et al.88 con-
cluded that a mesolayer exists in the range 30y+300
where there cannot be sufficient scale separation to reach
high-Reynolds-number characteristics. Lindgren et al.,90 fol-
lowing the Lie group analysis of Oberlack,89 proposed that
no log law exists for y+200 owing to an offset in y.
A rather different estimate has been extracted by
Zagarola and Smits30 and McKeon et al.54 from the very
high-Reynolds-number experiments in the Princeton Super-
pipe. They suggested that a self-similar log region was ob-
served only for y+	600 and y /R0.12 with a power-law
region for y+600, corresponding to a minimum Reynolds
number Re5000. This Reynolds number signaled a suffi-
cient scale separation for a consistent scaling of the pipe
friction factor, collapse of the streamwise fluctuations in
outer scaling, and the attainment of a constant ratio of the
so-called Zagarola and Smits outer velocity scale to the fric-
tion velocity, = UCL−U¯  /u see Fig. 8. However, it
should be noted that the distinct transitions in behavior ob-
served in the Superpipe have not been replicated in other
flows which, however, do not span the same Reynolds num-
ber range. Thus, some questions as to the nature of these
changes still remain unanswered, and for this the planned
CICLoPE experiments will be very valuable.
An alternative place to search for log laws is in the DNS
data. Recent advances have seen channel simulations exceed
Re=2000 Hoyas and Jimenez47 for large box domains
8 in the streamwise direction. Jimenez and Moser98 con-
sidered the mean velocity scaling for a range of Reynolds
numbers and concluded that no clear log law exists at these
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Reynolds numbers. However, by comparing their data to the
log law including finite Reynolds number corrections based
on a matched asymptotic analysis such as those described in
Afzal99 and Panton96, they concluded that an overlap region
may exist for y /0.45 and y+300. This discussion em-
phasizes that a lower boundary y+ for the log law or its
alternatives is to be regarded only in an asymptotic context
as a large number whose numerical value depends among
other things on the desired accuracy.
These numerical simulations and recent experiments
have shown that it is essential to have sufficiently high
Reynolds number before one can actually see a log region or
any other asymptotic behavior of boundary layer parameters.
It is still not entirely clear how high it must be, or whether
the answers depend on development length or evolution his-
tory. Based on a survey of the available data for different
flows, a reasonable estimate seems to be a nominal Re in
excess of 4000–5000, although to see a decade of logarith-
mic variation may require Re in excess of 40 000–50 000.
There remains the issue of how to compare turbulent
boundary layers with pipe and channel flows. Most often
comparisons are made on the basis of Re=+=R+, where R
is the pipe radius or the channel half-height. However, in the
boundary layer the flow is essentially nonturbulent for
y, while it is turbulent for yR in the pipe and channel.
Therefore, one would expect that the centerline of a pipe or
channel y+=R+ corresponds to a location y++ well within
the flat-plate boundary layer. To make progress, one may
consider the location of the maximum Reynolds shear stress
in pipes and channels, yRS max
+ 2Re1/2 Sreenivasan86 and
Sreenivasan and Sahay100 to the one in ZPG boundary lay-
ers, yRS max
+ 2Re1/2 Monkewitz and Nagib101. This sug-
gests that R+Re in pipes and channels should possibly be
compared to Re and not + in ZPG boundary layers. This is
equivalent to saying that the physically appropriate outer
scale in the boundary layer is the Rotta–Clauser scale

=U
+ and not the nominal boundary layer thickness ,
even though the two are asymptotically proportional in the
framework of the classical theory 
 /3.5 according to
Chauhan et al.102. Hence, the “closeness” to asymptotic con-
ditions in boundary layers and pipes and channels is charac-
terized by Re and Re, respectively. Some support comes
from the estimates of Reynolds number for the mean velocity
profile to reach its final self-similar shape: while Monkewitz
et al.49 have suggested Re104 corresponding to
+2500 for the ZPG boundary layer, Nagib and
Chauhan103 proposed Re8000 for channels and pipes.
However, it is unclear at this point whether comparisons of
boundary layers with pipes and channels are limited in prin-
ciple.
As has become clear from the above discussions, to re-
solve questions regarding the extent of the logarithmic layer,
it is useful to examine the problem in the framework of
matched asymptotic expansions MAEs, although it is con-
ceded that one needs to assume beforehand the inner and
outer scales, and that a choice needs to be made of the gauge
functions for the series expansion. The most recent studies of
asymptotic expansions are by Panton,96,104 who examined the
mean flow and the Reynolds stresses in wall turbulence. With
some assumptions, this analysis gives insights into the inner
and outer region interactions. In a MAE approach to the
mean flow, the logarithmic profile is the leading order com-
mon part of inner and outer expansions. Therefore, at any
finite scale separation or Reynolds number, this leading order
common part will always be contaminated from both sides:
from the wall by higher order terms of the asymptotic expan-
sion of the inner mean velocity fit and from the free stream
by higher order terms of the expansion of the outer fit. This
means that the question of the boundaries of the logarithmic
region is ill posed as long as one does not specify what
deviation from the exact log law one wants to tolerate. In this
sense, if one accepts that the log law is the asymptotic ve-
locity profile in the overlap region, one might state some-
what tautologically that the log law is always present even if
it is completely overwhelmed by the inner and outer expan-
sions. The DNS of Jimenez and Moser98 appears to be a case
in point.
1. Universality of ?
The variation of the  values shown in Table I highlights
another unsettled issue that is closely related to the above
discussion. Without the results of the Superpipe experiments
at the higher Reynolds numbers, and those from wall-
bounded flows under a wide range of pressure gradients as
summarized by Nagib and Chauhan,102,103 one may conclude
that  is constant within the uncertainty of measuring wall-
shear stress. Such a view is supported by the pipe and chan-
nel flow results of Monty,55 which yielded a von Kármán
constant that is identical within error bars to the ones ex-
tracted from the KTH and NDF ZPG boundary layers see
Table I. Figure 9 shows the hot-wire mean-velocity profiles
from Monty55 on which this conclusion is based. However,
we have the view that  is indeed not a universal constant
and is measurably different for different flows.
The view that the von Kármán constant may not be uni-
versal emerged from the studies of flat-plate boundary layers
with pressure gradient by Nagib et al.106 and Chauhan
et al.102 and has been supported by the recent work of
Dixit and Ramesh107 and Bourassa and Thomas.108 Nagib
et al.102,106 advocated that  is a function of pressure gradi-
FIG. 8. Variation of the ratio of the Zagarola and Smits outer velocity scale
to the friction velocity, = UCL−U¯  /u, with Reynolds number in pipe flow,
from McKeon Ref. 97.
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ent, noting that this conclusion requires an independent
method of determining U. The evidence for this was re-
vealed when equilibrium boundary layers under various pres-
sure gradients were investigated with oil film interferometry
and hot-wire measurements at high Reynolds numbers. Fig-
ure 10 reproduces some of their results and depicts the varia-
tion of skin friction as a function of momentum-thickness
Reynolds number for adverse and favorable pressure gradi-
ents FPGs, contrasted with the ZPG case we have focused
on here. The trends of the curves in Fig. 10 demonstrate that
the von Kármán constant must be different between the three
cases with its value largest for the FPG case. Nagib and
Chauhan103 also suggested that  is different for ZPG bound-
ary layers, pipes and channels. This is based on estimates of
 using composite profiles, and a compilation of data from
Nagib and Chauhan103 is shown in Fig. 11. Since the same
asymptotic composite profile without low-Reynolds-number
corrections is fitted at all Reynolds numbers, a variation of
the fitted  emerges, as seen on the figure. The idea is that at
large enough Reynolds number this fitted  reaches a
constant “asymptotic”  which is then identified with the
“true” .
The Melbourne pipe and channel experiments55 involved
measurements with hot wires and total-head probes, which
were in good agreement after the total-head probe results
were corrected for shear effects using the MacMillan109 cor-
rection and for turbulence effects. However, the  values
from the Melbourne pipe and channel are at odds with the
values of 0.421 obtained in the Superpipe by McKeon et al.54
and 0.37 in the channel obtained by Zanoun et al.56 In the
case of channels, the differences may be due to the role of
the aspect ratio of the experimental facilities in the develop-
ment of the flow and other aspects of determining . For the
pipe flows, it remains uncertain whether the Reynolds num-
bers of the Melbourne facility are still too low to exhibit
asymptotic behavior. Recall that the Superpipe results sug-
gest a lower end of the log law at y+=600, which corre-
sponds to the outer end of the log layer reported by Monty.55
The exact asymptotic value of  extracted by the approach of
Nagib and Chauhan103 for different flows also plays an im-
portant role in this discussion of the Superpipe data. As dem-
onstrated in Fig. 11, Monty’s results filled circles are con-
sistent with ’s extracted from other experiments and DNS;
see e.g., the Superpipe values at lower Reynolds numbers. In
this regard, one puzzling observation is the trend of the fitted
 with Reynolds number: most of the data appear to ap-
proach the asymptotic value from above for boundary layers
and channels and from below for pipes.
Further work is needed to explain the above trends and
differences, and new collaborative measurement initiatives
are underway to address these issues. Since the Superpipe is
unique and has produced results at Reynolds numbers far
exceeding any previous studies, they have become perhaps
the most scrutinized set of experimental data since those of
Nikuradse in the 1930s. However, probe corrections pose a
challenge. At the higher Superpipe Reynolds numbers the
smallest physically practical total head probe has a diameter
of several hundred viscous units, which is well outside the
range in which the probe corrections have been empirically
determined. Also, effects of surface roughness may come
into play at Reynolds numbers exceeding 24106. McKeon
et al.110 and McKeon and Smits111 have proposed new, high-
FIG. 9. Pipe and channel flow hot-wire mean velocity profiles of Monty
Ref. 55. Top profiles show pipe flow results: “” Re=40 000; “”
Re=54 000; “” Re=69 000; “” Re=89 000; “” Re=133 000. Bottom
profiles show channel flow results: “” Re=40 000; “” Re=60 000; “”
Re=73 000; “” Re=108 000; “” Re=141 000; “” Re=182 000. Dot-
ted lines are the DNS data of Spalart Ref. 105 for the near-wall region
only.
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FIG. 10. Color Variation of skin friction with pressure gradient for equi-
librium boundary layers under favorable FPG, zero ZPG, and adverse
APG pressure gradients; from data of Chauhan and Nagib Ref. 102.
FIG. 11. Nagib and Chauhan Ref. 103 estimated variation of the  for in
pipes, channels, and ZPG boundary layers obtained using composite pro-
files. The symbols are as given in by Nagib and Chauhan Ref. 103 for
multiple datasets, including their evaluation of Monty’s results shown with
“” for pipe and channel, together with Superpipe data: “,” Superpipe,
static+probe corrected; “,” Superpipe, static corrected; “,” Superpipe,
uncorrected. “——,” P=0.41; “–·–·–,” C=0.37; “- - -,” BL=0.384.
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Reynolds-number corrections for both total head probes and
the wall pressure tappings that supersede previous methods
of measuring the static pressure when probe size becomes a
concern. The resolution of the issue of probe corrections is
being actively pursued by a multinational measurement col-
laboration, which includes a comparison between measuring
devices with different measuring volumes. Furthermore, an
independent confirmation of the Superpipe results is planned
in the CICLoPE facility under construction in Italy, which
involves fully developed flow in a 0.9 m diameter pipe. The
bulk Reynolds number will be nominally limited to 2106,
considerably smaller than the 30106 achieved in the Su-
perpipe. Even so, in the CICLoPE pipe the probe size effects
will be reduced because of the larger pipe diameter and there
is expected to be sufficient overlap with the Superpipe data
to allow for rigorous comparisons.
Definitively resolving the issue of whether  is a univer-
sal constant or not requires higher accuracy measurements
for both the mean flow and the wall shear stress, coupled
with theory-based consistency checks between these two in-
dependent measurements. At this point we are leaning to-
ward a flow-dependent  and note that while some may not
consider such detailed arguments about  very significant,
they are crucial to modeling and to numerical simulations of
wall-bounded flows. Fundamentally, if  is indeed variable
and depends on the flow and the Reynolds number, it is
hardly consistent with a universal logarithmic law.
C. Beyond the mean flow
To close this section, we reiterate that the required accu-
racy for skin friction and velocity measurements is unrealis-
tically high to fully resolve all the above questions about the
form of the mean velocity profile. While further high-
Reynolds-number experiments are clearly needed, we con-
sider it more promising to move toward theories that incor-
porate fluctuation statistics rather than dealing merely with
the mean velocity, which may well be the least sensitive to
Reynolds number variation. Some efforts in this direction
already exist, such as the attached eddy hypothesis Perry
et al.67 and Perry and Marusic112 and the studies of the
streamwise velocity spectra at high Reynolds numbers by
McKeon and Morrison27 and Hutchins and Marusic.113,114
The latter authors proposed that the appearance of two dis-
tinct energy peaks in the premultiplied streamwise velocity
spectra, scaling with inner and outer scales, respectively, is a
necessary feature of high-Reynolds-number wall turbulence.
This spectral peak separation starts to appear for Re1700,
but these authors proposed a higher limit of Re4000 to
ensure a sufficient scale separation indicative of high-
Reynolds-number turbulence. McKeon and Morrison27 ar-
gued that a similar Reynolds number, Re5000, is required
to obtain the scale separation necessary for the existence of
both an inertial sublayer in physical space and a spectral
inertial subrange, indicative of a fully developed spectrum at
small scales, or a decoupling of viscous and energetic scales.
It is interesting that these arguments, addressing opposite
ends of the scale range, yield a similar estimate for a “high”
Reynolds number. It should also be noted that this estimate
excludes a large majority of existing studies on wall turbu-
lence from the high-Reynolds-number category.
IV. TURBULENCE INTENSITIES
A. Basic scaling results and spatial resolution effects
While the mean flow field has received the most atten-
tion in the past decade, substantial efforts have also gone into
understanding the high-Reynolds-number scaling behavior of
the streamwise turbulence intensities u2, the corresponding
u-spectra, and, to a lesser extent, the other components of
turbulence intensity v2 ,w2 and Reynolds shear stress
−uv. This immediately highlights the challenges facing ex-
periments at high Reynolds number: maintaining adequate
spatial and temporal resolution of the probe. Figure 12, taken
from Hutchins et al.,115 shows the influence of increasing the
sensor length of a hot wire on the measured value of u2 and
U¯ . Hutchins et al.115 considered a large number of prior stud-
ies and concluded that the attenuation due to finite spatial
averaging depends on both the viscous-scaled sensor length
l+ and the flow Reynolds number. For most flows, keeping
l+20 is considered sufficient to resolve most of the kinetic
energy in wall-bounded flows at least for u2, but doubts
persist below y+ of 10–20 where the inner maximum of u2 is
FIG. 12. Streamwise turbulence intensity and mean velocity profiles of
Hutchins et al. Ref. 115 measured in the Melbourne wind tunnel at
Re=14 000 using different hot-wire sensor lengths: l+=22 , 80 , and
140 .
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located. Further work is required to firmly establish a guide-
lines for the maximum allowable l+ as a function of
Reynolds number and wall-normal distance. As yet, no such
guidelines are available, and well-established schemes based
on assumptions of small-scale isotropy Wyngaard116 are
poorly suited to account for the important effect of small-
scale anisotropy in near-wall turbulence on spatial averaging.
This issue of spatial resolution has clouded several im-
portant trends in the scaling of turbulence intensities, which
were referred to in Sec. I see Figs. 1 and 2. The first is the
peak in u2+ that is observed near y+15 as seen in Fig. 12.
Surveys of experiments by Mochizuki and Nieuwstadt117 and
earlier studies concluded that this peak in u2+ does not vary
with Reynolds number in accord with pure wall scaling,
while more recent studies have shown convincingly that the
near-wall peak exhibits a weak Re dependence when scaled
on U Klewicki and Falco,118 Degraaff and Eaton,36 Metzger
et al.,119 Marusic and Kunkel,20 Hoyas and Jimenez,47 and
Hutchins and Marusic114. These later studies most of which
are represented in Fig. 1 took special care to ensure that
spatial resolution issues did not influence the results. The
second aspect related to spatial resolution has to do with Fig.
2, and with the appearance of a second outer peak or plateau
in the u2+ profile at high Reynolds numbers at a wall normal
location corresponding to the overlap layer, as reported by
Fernholz et al.120 and Morrison et al.22 The prospect of a
second outer peak appearing at high Reynolds number would
be significant as it may signal the presence of new outer
phenomena. However, recent examination of spatial reso-
lution effects suggests that this observation may be affected
by spatial attenuation of the hot-wire signal, at distances
much further from the wall than previously thought possible
Hutchins et al.115, at least for the Reynolds numbers con-
sidered in those studies. Figure 12 gives an example of how
the plateau can become a second peak due to insufficient
spatial resolution. At this point the highest Reynolds number
at which reliable u2+ profiles are available is not high enough
to decide whether these profiles will develop a second outer
maximum or only a “shoulder.”
Another issue requiring clarification, likely related to
spatial resolution effects, has to do with the kx
−1 law for the
u-wavenumber spectrum in the log region Perry and
Chong,13 Marusic and Perry,121 and Hunt et al.122. While
this scaling is predicted from dimensional analysis and the
attached eddy hypothesis among other theories, its experi-
mental validation has been elusive. Morrison123 and
Morrison et al.22 question whether complete similarity, re-
quired for the dimensional analysis arguments to hold, can
ever be obtained. Alternatively, Nickels et al.35 have reported
experimental evidence for a modest kx
−1 range, provided that
y+2 Re /105 and Re5250. This requires one to be quite
close to the wall in units of the boundary layer thickness and
at a sufficiently high Reynolds number to ensure that the
measurement location is still in the log region. These condi-
tions are particularly difficult to realize, making a kx
−1 region
of even one decade hard to attain. While the shape of the
spectrum dictates that there will always be a tangent with a
kx
−1 slope, the evidence suggests that the increasing influence
of the large scale motions LSMs confines self-similar,
Reynolds-number-independent kx
−1 scaling to limited ranges
in physical and spectral space. Note, however, the suggestion
of Davidson et al.124 that a relatively extended log variation
of the streamwise longitudinal structure function, the spatial
equivalent of the spectral kx
−1
, can be observed due to the
insensitivity of this measure to finite Reynolds number.125
The issue is further complicated by potential spatial averag-
ing of hot-wire probes: Hutchins et al.115 found that spatial
averaging can take place even in the kx
−1 region. For example,
a 1/3 decade of kx
−1 at Re=14 000 with a hot wire of l+
=22 is found to disappear if a hot wire of l+=79 is used.
Such restrictions at very high Reynolds number remain a
significant challenge for future experiments. An additional
complication for inferring scaling laws in spectra, such as
kx
−1
, is the uncertainty related to using Taylor’s hypothesis to
convert frequency to wave number spectra. Subtle, but clear,
differences are noted between experimental data and those
from DNS Jimenez and Hoyas,126 Monty and Chong,127 and
Spalart105, and further work is needed to resolve these
issues.
The scaling of the turbulence intensity profile in the
outer region y /R0.1 has received less attention and
should be less contentious since resolution effects are mini-
mized far from the wall. For this region, McKeon and
Morrison27 have reported that u2+ profiles as functions of
y /R collapse in pipe flow, but differently for high and low
Reynolds numbers. They related this phenomenon to the
relatively slow development of self-similarity of the spec-
trum. The latter is characterized by approximate Reynolds
number independence of the large scales and the emergence
of a kx
−5/3 scaling region at high kxy, both of which occur only
for Re5000 in the Superpipe data. The authors further
speculate about parallels to the “mixing transition” seen in
free-shear and other flows for Re104 Dimotakis128.
This transition has, however, not been observed in other wall
turbulence studies, but McKeon and Morrison27 noted the
correspondence with the Re necessary to reach a fully self-
similar asymptotic mean velocity profile in the boundary
layer, and the similarity with the arguments of Marati
et al.129
For the resolution of many of the above open questions
with experimental studies, spatial averaging due to finite
probe size has emerged as a major limiting factor, but there is
hope on two fronts. Several of the newer experimental
facilities are of sufficiently large scale for traditional probes
to remain small in nondimensional terms for fully resolved
measurements. In addition, microfabrication techniques
offer the opportunity for increasingly small measuring ele-
ments Kunkel et al.130, such as the Nano-Scale Thermal
Anemometry Probe NSTAP at Princeton currently under
development.
B. The challenge to wall scaling
It is appropriate to comment on the status of “wall scal-
ing,” which continues to be widely used in practical compu-
tation schemes. Wall scaling assumes that the turbulence sec-
ond order moments and spectra scale only with wall units in
the near-wall region for say, y /0.15, just like the mean
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flow. The attached eddy hypothesis suggests otherwise and
predicts that while the wall-normal turbulence intensity and
Reynolds shear stress v2 and −uv will follow wall scaling,
the streamwise and spanwise components u2 and w2 will
not, and depend also on Re. Support for this was given by
Spalart105 based on his DNS results, and also by the experi-
mental studies of Perry et al.67 and Perry and Li.131 The
experimental results presented earlier, on the rise in the near-
wall peak of u2+ with Reynolds number, also clearly suggest
a failure of straightforward wall scaling in the near-wall re-
gion. Jimenez and Moser98 considered these issues using
DNS and experimental data and concluded that u2 and w2 do
not follow wall scaling; the same has been found for the wall
pressure as also discussed by Morrison123 and for the local
static pressure as recently measured for the first time by
Tsuji et al.132. Such results, particularly those for the pres-
sure, remain to be incorporated in turbulence models for
wall-bounded flows.
On the other hand, most studies support pure wall scal-
ing for the Reynolds shear stress and v2 Kunkel and
Marusic133 and Jimenez and Moser98, but the data are lim-
ited. Kunkel and Marusic133 showed collapse of the v-spectra
with inner wall scaling over three orders of magnitude in
Re by making measurements in the log region of laboratory
wind tunnel flows and of the ASL. However, Zhao and
Smits134 made similar two component hot-wire measure-
ments in the Superpipe and suggested that v2+ and the
v-spectra in the log region depend weakly on Reynolds num-
ber. Further experimental study is clearly needed to resolve
this issue, which is, in particular, relevant to several compu-
tational schemes Durbin and Pettersson-Reif135.
The least amount of experimental data exists for w2+,
although its importance should not be underestimated see,
e.g., Lighthill136. Jimenez and Hoyas126 reviewed most of
the existing experimental studies and showed detailed com-
parisons of all components of spectra and cospectra for DNS
of channel flows studies up to Re=2000. They find that the
large outer motions of the spanwise and wall-normal veloci-
ties in boundary layers are stronger than those found in chan-
nel flows, but conclude that qualitatively similar outer-layer
structures seem to exist in channels, pipes, and boundary
layers at high Reynolds numbers. Recently, the available data
were also surveyed by Buschmann et al.137 who concluded
that clear quantitative differences of w2+ and v2+ profiles
exist between boundary layers, pipes, and channels.
V. STRUCTURE OF THE TURBULENCE
Alongside the studies of the scaling of turbulent statis-
tics, significant effort has been invested in unraveling the
nature of organized motions in instantaneous velocity fields.
Our current understanding of coherent structures will be ex-
plored first before discussing the VLSM mentioned earlier.
A. Coherent structures
Despite the consensus that coherent structures provide
important clues to understanding wall turbulence, consider-
able controversy remains as to what the coherent structures
are, and what specific roles they play. In general terms, we
may regard coherent structures as organized motions that are
persistent in time and space and contribute significantly to
the transport of heat, mass, and momentum. The mechanisms
for the sustenance of wall turbulence need to be related to
these structures, and a large number of scenarios have been
proposed to describe these time-dependent interactions
Panton17. The views on these interactions may be loosely
classified into two broad classes. One view is based on in-
stability and transient growth mechanisms principally in the
inner region, and the other on vortex-structure regeneration
mechanisms. An example of the latter is described by
Adrian,18 where hairpin-type vortices are regarded as the
fundamental building blocks for describing the physics. An
example of the first line of thinking is the view of Schoppa
and Hussain138 that complete hairpin vortices do not exist in
wall turbulence.
This dichotomy is likely to persist for several reasons,
one of which is that there is at present no universal definition
for what constitutes a coherent structure and, in particular, a
vortex, thus making meaningful comparisons difficult al-
though with the work of Chakraborty et al.,139 a consensus
may be emerging. Furthermore, even if such a definition is
agreed upon, detailed information is required on the time-
evolution of vortex structures, and this has not yet become
available. DNS would seem the ideal tool to obtain this in-
formation, but even here considerable differences are noted.
For example, Schoppa and Hussain’s DNS data show no
hairpin vortices, while in recent DNS of a spatially evolving
boundary layer, Wu and Moin140 found a striking predomi-
nance of clearly defined hairpin vortex structures. As dis-
cussed by Marusic,141 it is not clear what role the specific
details of the numerical schemes and specification of inlet
boundary conditions play in the appearance of the vortical
structures. Detailed comparisons between recent DNS results
for comparable Reynolds numbers, such as those of Wu and
Moin,140 Schlatter et al.,142 Ferrante and Elgobashi,143,144 and
others, should be able to shed light on this difference. The
DNS results of Schlatter et al.142 have recently been ex-
tended to momentum Reynolds numbers slightly above
4000, demonstrating that as the flow develops further away
from the transition region, considerable randomness evolves
resulting in a flow which is better represented by the much
earlier descriptions of Robinson.16
Another issue that confuses the discussion on coherent
structures is their relationship to the mean flow and other
statistics. Many studies refer to coherent structures that
draw energy from the mean flow, while in the attached eddy
modeling work of Townsend5 and Perry and Marusic,112 the
attached eddies account for the mean flow and the turbulence
fields. Furthermore, the eddies in these latter models are sta-
tistically representative structures, whose shape does not nec-
essarily correspond to any instantaneous realization.
Notwithstanding the variety of definitions of coherent
motions, the study of coherent structures has advanced con-
siderably in recent years. This is largely due to advances in
PIV and DNS that have brought increasing insight into the
development of spatially coherent, stress-bearing structures
that play an important role in transport problems in turbulent
boundary layers, particularly in the near-wall region. We
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shall classify the main coherent structures into three catego-
ries: 1 the inner streaks associated with the near-wall cycle
with a spanwise scale of O100 /U; 2 LSMs of scale
O; and 3 VLSMs termed VLSMs by Adrian and co-
workers or “superstructures” Marusic and coworkers with
streamwise length scales of O10.
The near-wall cycle has been extensively explored for
some recent work, see the PIV studies by Kahler39 and
Stanislas et al.145. The interpretation of LSMs in most stud-
ies agrees with Theodorsen’s hairpin vortex paradigm. As
summarized by Adrian,18 packets of individual eddies
whose representative form is well described by the hairpin
model that are aligned in the streamwise direction are ob-
served with a packet length scale of the order of .
The packets appear to be capable of self-regeneration Zhou
et al.146 and Kim et al.147 and explain the long streamwise
correlations and other trends observed in the data
Marusic28. Flow visualization and PIV experiments reveal
spanwise vortices associated with the hairpin heads, and the
so-called retrograde vortices with the opposite sense of rota-
tion Falco,148 Smith et al.,149 Wu and Christensen,150
Natrajan et al.,151 and others. The spanwise growth and ex-
tent of the packets have been measured by Tomkins and
Adrian,38 Ganapathisubramani et al.,152 Hutchins et al.,153
and Hambleton et al.41 Associated with the passage of a hair-
pin packet are wall-normal zones of approximately uniform
momentum that persist for a finite time and can be clearly
seen in the streamwise velocity signal. However, the obser-
vations of hairpins have been confined to low-Reynolds-
number flows and their signature was noticeably absent in
the surface layer PIV of Morris et al.,154 although spatial
resolution may have played a role in that study. There is a
question of the robustness of such structures in higher
Reynolds number boundary layers with physically larger
logarithmic regions, as articulated by Adrian.18 While the
evidence for hairpin packets has come mostly from flow vi-
sualizations and spatial PIV images, there is also good evi-
dence of coherence in temporal streamwise velocity signals
on the scale of  and larger.
B. VLSMs
Recent work concerning the VLSMs deserves particular
attention as many key questions await answers. It remains, in
particular, unclear how similar VLSMs and superstructures
are in pipes, channels, and boundary layers. Monty et al.155
compared a channel, pipe, and boundary layer at the same
Reynolds number of Re=3000 and found the VLSM energy
in pipes and channels agrees well, but resides in larger wave-
lengths and at greater distances from the wall than those in
boundary layers. Furthermore, for y0.5, while the turbu-
lence intensities are equal, the distributions of energy among
the scales are different. This suggests that the VLSMs in all
three flows might be similar and only have longer scales for
pipe and channel flows. The quantitative differences are
likely due to the interaction with the opposite wall in internal
flows and the intermittency of the outer region in boundary
layers, but remain a matter of speculation. Despite the uncer-
tainty about the origin and scaling of VSLMs and superstruc-
tures with streamwise coherence of O10 and more, we
feel that their physical origin is the same and we will treat
them here as the same phenomenon.
Figure 4 showed the development of the premultiplied kx
spectrum in pipe flow at the outer edge of the overlap layer,
y /R=0.1, with increasing Reynolds number. The influence of
motions of scale O10 are seen to increase with Reynolds
number and, at this location, the VLSMs contain significant
energy—more than half the total for ReD=O105. By use of
a spanwise array of single hot wires and Taylor’s hypothesis,
Hutchins and Marusic114 proposed that the true extent of
these correlated regions for a boundary layer may be as high
as 20, but that spanwise meandering or variations in the
streamwise/spanwise plane reduce the extent recorded by a
point measurement technique. Monty et al.156 performed
similar measurements in pipe and channel flows and con-
cluded that the VLSMs in both flows have a similar length,
O25R or 25h, respectively, and that their width was
found to be about 1.6 times that of similar structures in the
ZPG boundary layer. Bailey et al.157 confirmed these conclu-
sions by using temporal correlation data measured in the
Princeton Superpipe. This may mean that the largest struc-
tures in boundary layers are different in detail from those in
channels and pipes or that  is not equivalent to R and h as
discussed in Sec. III B. That the VLSMs in internal flows
may be longer than in boundary layers helps to explain the
increased energy at large scales in internal flows see also
Monty et al.155. Geometrical confinement must play some
role in the amplitude of the meander and hence the apparent
length of the coherent regions. The implications of these dif-
ferences for modeling have not been appreciated.
In the DNS of channel flow, Jimenez et al.158 and
Jimenez and Moser98 described the presence of “global”
structures that appear to be quasihomogeneous in the stream-
wise direction and coexist with the so-called autonomous
cycle of near-wall turbulence. At the Reynolds numbers typi-
cal of DNS, Jimenez and coworkers indicate that the stream-
wise quasi-independent nature of the large modes means that
they can be well modeled in a box size of order 2 in the
streamwise direction, that is, without capturing the full ex-
tent of the global structures. There is also some evidence for
large roll modes in Couette-flow DNS, although there has
been much discussion as to whether these may be a conse-
quence of periodic boundary conditions. Furthermore, the
extension of these observations to higher Reynolds number
flows is still an open issue.
As VLSMs have come into view only recently, many
questions remain open at this time. An obvious first set of
questions concerns possible problems with the identification
of VLSMs. At these length scales, for example, low fre-
quency fluctuations associated with the facility itself may
have an important influence. Estimates of streamwise lengths
of VLSM/superstructures is complicated by the fact that their
transverse scale is of the order of the thickness of the turbu-
lent layer and their close lateral packing can lead to overes-
timates in length if neighboring lateral structures are grouped
together and interpreted as one Schlatter et al.142. More-
over, a considerable amount of quantitative data on VLSM is
obtained by using Taylor’s hypothesis and from temporal
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streamwise spectra. However, the validity of Taylor’s hy-
pothesis to convert temporal to spatial data remains a cause
for concern, particularly since the length of VLSMs typically
exceeds the length of the field of view that can be achieved
with current experimental diagnostics. Spatiotemporal corre-
lation measurements in boundary layers by Volino et al.159
and Dennis and Nickels160 indicate the decreasing accuracy
of Taylor’s hypothesis as the apparent structure size in-
creases. In addition, the channel flow DNS of del Alamo
et al.46 has demonstrated that the convection velocity of the
longest structures scales with the centerline velocity rather
than the local mean. Due to the increasing influence of the
VLSMs across the wall layer with increasing Reynolds num-
ber and the corresponding increase in velocity difference
across a single structure, it is clear that Taylor’s hypothesis
becomes progressively worse toward the wall. Near-wall
ASL measurements by Metzger et al.161 have reinforced this
observation.
C. Influence of the superstructures
on the near-wall region
At low Reynolds number, the spectral content of the su-
perstructures overlaps with motions corresponding to the
near-wall cycle, that is, 10=O1000 /u. While there has
been speculation about this phenomenon since the 1960s, it
was documented most clearly by Hites.162 As the Reynolds
number increases, double spectral peaks in the buffer layer
and log region emerge, as shown in Fig. 13. Several studies,
including Hutchins and Marusic,114 Jimenez et al.,158 and del
Alamo and Jimenez163 have shown that outer-scale influence
on the near-wall region becomes increasingly noticeable with
Reynolds number, and this likely leads to the increase in u2+
with increasing Re. Degraaff and Eaton36 proposed a mixed
scaling with UU instead of U
2 scaling, and this seemed to
produce a good empirical collapse of their u2 results.
Marusic and Kunkel20 used an outer forcing on the near-wall
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FIG. 13. Inner and outer peaks in spectrograms of fluctuating streamwise velocity in a boundary layer at Re=7300 from Hutchins and Marusic Ref. 113.
The lower plot shows the corresponding mean velocity open small circles and broadband turbulence intensity profiles filled circles where the dotted line
shows linear behavior in the viscous sublayer U+=y+ and the solid line shows the log law where =0.41 and B=5.0. For all plots, the dashed lines denote
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region based on the attached eddy hypothesis of Townsend5
and predicted that the peak value of u2+ should scale effec-
tively with log Re. Asymptotically this leads to a form close
to mixed scaling. However, they emphasized that this should
not be interpreted as an outer region scaling on U. The
attached eddies all scale with U and it is the distribution of
their length scales, and their collective contributions to the
near-wall region, that give the Re dependence.
The log Re scaling of the peak value of u2+ is borne out
by the results from the smooth-wall ASL results of Metzger
and Klewicki,21 within the estimated experimental error, as
shown in Fig. 1. Large uncertainty is associated with the
trends reflected in this figure because of the many reasons
discussed in Sec. II A, including spatial resolution of probes
in the laboratory and the correspondence of the ASL to labo-
ratory boundary layers. What we are confident about is an
increasing trend with Reynolds number reminiscent of the
slow but decreasing trend of the shape factor discussed by
Nagib et al.32 While two decades or more of DNS of channel
flows did not reveal this important trend, recent computa-
tions and asymptotic analysis support it. The impact of such
new understanding on the various commonly used turbulence
models has not been fully appreciated.
The interdependence of the near-wall production cycle
and large scale structures is not a new finding as it was
discussed and documented decades ago by Rao et al.164 and
Wark and Nagib;165 the former were interested in Reynolds
number scaling issues and the latter in quantitative descrip-
tion of the large structures through careful experiments. DNS
studies by Spalart,105 Abe et al.,44 Toh and Itano,166 Iwamoto
et al.,45 and Hoyas and Jimenez47 have also noted the influ-
ence of LSMs at the wall. A schematic interpretation of Toh
and Itano is shown in Fig. 14. Although their simulations
were done at very low Reynolds number and with short
streamwise boxes, the cartoon in Fig. 14 gives a good repre-
sentation of the nature of the interaction supported by other
studies. Hutchins and Marusic113,114 showed clear evidence
of the “footprint” of the superstructures on the near-wall flow
in instantaneous time series and spatial data. Moreover, by
examining low-pass filtered, fluctuating streamwise velocity
time series, they reveal that the interaction strongly re-
sembles an amplitude modulation of the small scales by the
large scales. Near the wall, small-scale turbulent activity in
all components of the Reynolds stress is seen to be relatively
suppressed during a large-scale negative velocity excursion
with the opposite being true during large-scale positive ve-
locity excursions, while further from the wall the relation-
ship reverses. The increasing importance of this nonlinear
interaction, across very large to small scales, poses several
difficulties for the interpretation of the harmonic spectral de-
composition of temporal signals. As such, alternative meth-
ods of analysis, including the Hilbert transform, have been
explored recently Tardu167 and Mathis et al.168. Synchro-
nous measurements across the wall region indicate a large
wall-normal extent of the footprint, extending from the log
region to the wall, thus influencing the fluctuating compo-
nent of the wall shear stress. Recent DNS results by Schlatter
et al.142 show strong evidence of this feature see also Abe
et al.44 and Hu et al.48, and the outer influence is seen to
increase in strength as the Reynolds number increases
Hutchins and Marusic114. An example of this influence at
very high Reynolds number is shown in Fig. 15, taken from
Marusic and Heuer.169 The velocity signatures shown in the
figure are all from the log region and significant coherence is
noted between the velocity signals and the wall-shear stress
signal.
In the final analysis, the origin and wall-normal extent of
the VLSMs at high Reynolds number and the locus of the
distinct outer peak that emerges in the logarithmic region
remain to be determined. The linear stability analysis about a
turbulent mean profile constructed using an eddy viscosity
by del Alamo and Jimenez170 reveals clear evidence of two
highly amplified spanwise wavelengths for long streamwise
structures, one scaling on inner variables and one on outer
variables, perhaps providing a clue to the origin of the
VLSMs. Recently, Mathis et al.168 investigated the location
of the outer spectral peak and found that it nominally follows
the geometric center of the logarithmic region, coinciding
with the reversal of the phase relationship between large-
FIG. 14. Schematic taken from Toh and Itano Ref. 166, showing their
interpretation of how the large-scale structures interact with the near-wall
eddies in their low-Reynolds-number channel flow.
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FIG. 15. Color online Time traces from Marusic and Heuer Ref. 169
measured in the ASL at ReO106. Fluctuating velocities at five wall-
normal positions in the log layer are simultaneously shown with the fluctu-
ating wall-shear stress. Significant coherence is noted between the wall
shear stress and the velocity signals at this high Reynolds number.
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scale and small-scale turbulent intensities. However, at this
stage of our understanding, firm conclusions on the correct
scaling of these phenomena remain elusive. In this context it
is finally also worth mentioning that Pujals et al.171 and
Cossu et al.172 have found very large transient amplification
of extremely large streaky structures with transverse wave
lengths of the order of several h or  both in the channel and
boundary layer. It is not clear whether such structures are
actually excited naturally but they might well have escaped
current experimental diagnostics because, generally speak-
ing, streaks occupy a strange position somewhere between
mean flow and turbulence: if one pins them down which is
easy to do experimentally with periodic roughness elements,
at least at lower Reynolds numbers or if their width is larger
than the meandering amplitude, they appear as a steady
mean flow distortion. They become turbulence only if they
meander.
Adrian,18 Guala et al.,173 and Balakumar and Adrian29
have reported that, while there is no evidence of extremely
long scales in the wall-normal velocity spectra due to the
presence of the wall, the superstructures must be considered
to be “active” in the sense that they bear a significant portion
of the shear stress. As noted by Jimenez and Moser,98 while
experiments and computations have illuminated the kinemat-
ics of the log layer, further advances will be required to
describe the dynamics in detail.
VI. ROUGHNESS
Interest in surface roughness effects on wall turbulence
has grown over the past few years, partly because with in-
creasing Reynolds number even the most well-controlled
surface will appear rough as the viscous scale becomes suf-
ficiently small. Flows with rough walls are more likely to be
observed in an applied setting, and in experimental terms a
special effort is required to control surface roughness for
purposes of exploring scaling in the smooth-wall case. How-
ever, our state-of-the-art understanding of rough-wall flows
still does not permit an a priori prediction of the influence of
a surface roughness on the quantity of most practical interest,
the skin friction, even in the case when the roughness length
scale distribution has been fully characterized by either ks,
the equivalent sand-grain roughness height, or k, the rms
roughness height. A comprehensive review of rough-wall
turbulence was recently given by Jimenez.174
The classical notion, spelled out explicitly by Townsend,
is that the influence of surface roughness on the outer flow is
confined to a change in boundary condition through the fric-
tion velocity. A key assumption here is that the Reynolds
number + is sufficiently large that a significant k+ can be
achieved with small k / in order to maintain the integrity of
the outer flow. Recent studies at high Reynolds numbers
have tended to confirm this result, even for large roughness
with an upper limit of order y /=0.1 Allen et al.175 and
Flack et al.176. In this respect the experiments by Krogstad
and Antonia177,178 that showed an effect of roughness on the
outer flow seem to be an anomaly, although this may be due
to the use of two-dimensional roughness see below. Experi-
ments in the Superpipe indicate that the mean velocity and
turbulent intensities in the outer region of high-Reynolds-
number pipe flow scale in the same way as smooth wall data,
with the same value of  obtained for the log region Allen
et al.175 and Shockling et al.179. Boundary layer experiments
by Flack et al.176 have demonstrated that the effects of
roughness extend to about three times the equivalent sand-
grain roughness height, potentially destroying, or at least
modifying, the near-wall cycle. Interestingly, high-Reynolds-
number results from the near-neutral ASL from several au-
thors Hommema and Adrian,180 Hutchins and Marusic,114
Morris et al.,154 extensive earlier literature on laboratory
boundary layers indicate that large-scale motions and the
uniform momentum zones associated with inclined hairpin
packets at lower Reynolds number develop even if the sur-
face is not hydrodynamically smooth. However, the reduc-
tion of the near-wall turbulence intensity peak e.g., Metzger
et al.161 within the roughness-affected layer of the flow sug-
gests a decoupling of the near-wall stress-bearing motions
from the outer motions relative to the smooth-wall case,
which requires the “top-down” influence discussed earlier,
even over a rough wall. In contrast to this view, Morrison123
pointed out that Townsend’s hypothesis is essentially a con-
dition of no interaction between inner and outer regions. This
requires further investigation in light of the results for
smooth walls discussed above.
Flow response to small roughness amplitudes has been a
topic of particular importance to the interpretation of results
from the Superpipe. While several authors e.g., Barenblatt
et al.50 and Perry et al.181 have attributed the unique mean
velocity results from this facility to a surface that is transi-
tionally rough at high Reynolds numbers, recent analysis
with high-Reynolds-number probe corrections McKeon
et al.54, together with the more recent studies of controlled
roughness in the same facility, has confirmed that the original
smooth pipe should be considered to deviate from a hydro-
dynamically smooth condition only for Reynolds numbers
larger than ReD20106. Schultz and Flack182 measured a
similar honed-surface roughness in their boundary layer fa-
cility and found the same Hama roughness function mea-
sured by Shockling et al.179 in the Superpipe using an exag-
gerated form of the roughness present in the original
“smooth” pipe investigations by Zagarola and Smits30 and
McKeon et al.54 Importantly, the form of the Hama function
for small roughness appears to be nonuniversal, in contrast to
the accepted wisdom that there is an absolute threshold in
equivalent roughness amplitude, ks
+
, below which the surface
may be considered hydrodynamically smooth with the
smooth wall value of the additive log-law constant B. For
some types of roughness, such as honed surfaces Shockling
et al.179 and commercial steel pipes Langelandsvik
et al.183, the onset of roughness is well defined, but this
behavior is not universal see, for example, the data of
Colebrook184. Certainly the exact form of the Hama func-
tion must be treated as specific to the roughness geometry.
Further study is merited.
The rough-wall pipe studies by Shockling et al.,179 Allen
et al.,175,185 and Langelandsvik et al.183 permit the generation
of universal resistance plots in the style of the well-known
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Moody plot for various roughness distributions. The result
for a honed pipe185 is shown in Fig. 16. In contrast to the
behavior seen in the Moody plot, the friction factor in the
transitionally rough regime follows an inflectional sand-
grain-roughness-type distribution rather than the monotonic
Colebrook184 relationship. Contrary to the previously ac-
cepted wisdom, this trend has been found to be common to
most roughness types. The trend also agrees with the results
of the semiempirical model of Gioia and Chakraborty186 in
which the inflectional “trough” is associated with increased
shear stress at the scale of the roughness elements. One
roughness type that does not follow this inflectional trend is
the commercial steel pipe roughness studied by Langelands-
vik et al.183 The results showed a monotonic change from
smooth to fully rough behavior, which occurred over a very
much smaller Reynolds number range than the Colebrook
correlation would indicate.
Without further theoretical advances, there is a risk of
needing a “catalogue of roughness results” to account for the
continuum of roughness distributions observed in practice. In
light of recent advances in the near-wall structure of smooth-
wall flows, there is a pressing need for further investigation
of the rough-wall case.
From the above discussion it is evident that the main
complication when discussing rough walls is the geometry of
the roughness. Two-dimensional roughness for example,
spanwise rods has been shown in the experiments by
Krogstad and Antonia178 and in the simulations by Lee and
Sung187 not to follow Townsend’s hypothesis for flat-plate
boundary layer flows, with significant differences in the
outer flow when compared to smooth walls and to walls with
three-dimensional or random roughness. This is not the case
in channel flows where two-dimensional roughness does not
lead to a violation of Townsend’s hypothesis Krogstad
et al.188. The reasons for the differences remain unclear,
although it is suspected that in pipes and channels the
imposed linear shear stress profile may be inhibiting the dif-
ferences. Whether two-dimensional roughness in unconfined
flows is the only anomalous case is unknown at present.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this section the main topics of the previous sections
are summarized, with some additional comments and conclu-
sions as appropriate. We also emphasize topics and findings
that have not yet found their way into textbooks or recent
reviews.
A. Log law
For the new data discussed here, the log law remains the
preferred description of the mean velocity profile in wall
turbulence. However, the universality of its parameters and
the extent of the logarithmic overlap region have been a sub-
ject of debate.
First, recent high-Reynolds-number research has indi-
cated that the viscous influence extends farther from the wall
than previously understood. According to textbook wisdom
the logarithmic profile starts at y+=50, or even 30. Experi-
mental estimates of the wall distance beyond which a log law
is discernible range from y+200 in boundary layers to
y+600 in the Superpipe at very high Reynolds number. It is
an open question whether this lower limit is a function of
Reynolds number and/or whether these discrepancies can be
attributed to inadequate probe size in the Superpipe experi-
ments at the high-Reynolds-number end or other ambiguities
in the interpretation of data.
Second, the best estimates for the log-law constants,
which incorporate the highest-available Reynolds number for
each flow, appear to depend on the flow type. For pipe flow
the constants appear to be =0.42 and B=5.6, but data for
this are limited. For the ZPG boundary layer, a wide range of
facilities provide confidence that  is between 0.38 and 0.39
and the additive constant is 4.2. For channel flows we have
more uncertainty in the value of  as it ranges between 0.37
and 0.39, but it is clearly less than the most widely used
value of 0.41. These results reaffirm the conclusion that the
value of =0.41, adopted since the 1960s and extensively
used in modeling, and even in experiments without indepen-
dent wall-shear measurements, is not the correct value. These
are subtle points, but the differences being considered are
also subtle. To move toward their resolution, it is evident that
a framework such as MAEs, in particular, a uniform deter-
mination of all mean flow parameters from fitted composite
profiles, would be very beneficial. The challenge will be to
develop a theoretical underpinning for the composite profiles
that are used. What is perhaps worth mentioning is that the
skin friction measurements seem to have advanced to a point
where small differences in  can be discussed seriously, in-
stead of putting them under the vague category of being
within experimental uncertainties.
Whether these problems suggest a need to extend the
log-law analysis by interposing further layers Klewicki
et al.52 or that a deeper change is required as has been
advocated by Barenblatt92 is not completely clear. One
should also not forget that the skin friction or U
+
, the shape
FIG. 16. New universal resistance plot for honed surfaces, taken from Allen
et al. Ref. 185. This is an alternative to the Moody diagram for this type of
roughness. Symbols and references as given in Allen et al. Ref. 185.
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factor H, and the streamwise boundary layer growth x
are intimately tied to the parameters of the mean flow profile
Monkewitz et al.49 and therefore provide useful cross-
checks on consistency. Similarly, in internal flows, consis-
tency is required between the mean flow parameters and the
profiles in inner and outer scaling, the centerline velocity, the
friction factor, etc. McKeon et al.54. Additional high-
Reynolds-number experiments, and even more accurate skin
friction data, would be valuable in these regards. If the log
law is indeed the proper asymptotic solution, determining the
von Kármán “constant” from first principles represents a
grand challenge for our field. Having different values of 
for ZPG boundary layers, pipe, and channel flows presents a
significant challenge for turbulence models, as well as
theory.
B. Relation between inner and outer scaling
Evidence of outer-scale contributions to the near-wall
region has been noted since the study of Rao et al.,164 who
documented that large outer-scaled structures were active in
rearranging and interacting with near-wall structure, and con-
sequently influencing the “bursting” frequency. Recent stud-
ies show that such inner-outer interactions become more evi-
dent with increasing Reynolds number, particularly for the
streamwise component of turbulence intensity. This contra-
dicts wall-scaling approaches that assume all inner region
statistics to scale exclusively on inner variables. While the
location of the near-wall peak of u2+ scales with inner vari-
ables, in boundary layers there is a clear trend of increasing
magnitude with Reynolds number. On the other hand, the
spacing of near-wall streaks is found to be independent of
Reynolds number over a very wide range when scaled on
inner variables. Mixed scaling a geometric mean of inner
and outer scales does not seem to provide a physically
meaningful scaling parameter given the complexity of the
interactions. Present data also suggest that the peaks in w2+,
and possibly in v2+, change with Reynolds number in loca-
tion and value as previously reported by Sreenivasan15. De-
spite the uncertainties of present data, it is difficult to escape
the conclusion that different components of the Reynolds
stress tensor scale differently. This poses a problem of math-
ematical consistency as one expects a tensor to scale as a
whole. A “way out” may be the concept of block matching
Crighton and Leppington189 in MAE in which all the terms
with the same power of the small parameter  multiplied by
any power of ln are considered to be of the same order.
Applied to the Reynolds stress tensor, a slow growth of some
of its components as lnnR would be mathematically de-
scribable. It is increasingly likely that for each inner outer
quantity there exists an essentially inner outer scaling
modulated by some weak function of Reynolds number, and
the extent of this modulation will depend on the quantity that
is being considered. Again, these issues will remain open
until detailed measurements are carried out over a range of
Reynolds numbers up to some very high value and/or a co-
herent theoretical framework is put forward.
C. Turbulence structure
We noted three basic eddy motions: near-wall streaks,
which have been shown to follow inner scaling, the LSMs,
which are related to outer layer bulges and the vortex packets
as discussed by Head and Bandyophadyay12 and Adrian,18
and the VLSMs interpreted by Adrian and coworkers in
terms of concatenated packets of vortices and by Marusic
and coworkers in terms of the meandering superstructures.
Separation of the latter two structure types is nontrivial since
their very nature dictates that Taylor’s hypothesis cannot be
appropriate as a diagnostic tool. Although this conclusion has
been widely accepted in the past, recent measurements in the
near-wall region have added significance to this observation.
An important consequence of the interaction between these
structures is observed via the Reynolds-number-dependent
peak of the streamwise intensity in the inner layer near
y+=12–15.
While large streamwise structures in wall turbulence
have been documented for many decades Townsend4 and
Kovazsnay et al.190, the dynamical importance of the largest
structures VLSM had not been appreciated until recently.
For example, the low wavenumber VLSMs appear to con-
tribute about half of the total energy of the streamwise tur-
bulence component at high Reynolds number. Also, they do
not appear to scale with outer layer variables as assumed in
the Perry–Townsend attached eddy model. What is clear is
that differing views exist and many open questions remain
regarding the VLSM/superstructures. One key question con-
cerns their scaling. If they depend on the scale of the appa-
ratus, it suggests the disturbing and profound possibility that
it is not possible to realize a facility-independent asymptotic
state of turbulence even for fully developed internal flows,
such as pipes and channels.
The role of the turbulence structure relates directly to the
spectral scaling laws. While kx
−5/3 scaling in the spectrum of
the streamwise component is well established, experiments
now indicate that the kx
−1 region is only evident at very high
Reynolds numbers over a very limited wave-number range.
Although the interactions between outer layer motions and
inner layer motions have become much clearer in recent
years, the simple division between inner and outer layer scal-
ing that leads to the kx
−1 region fails to capture those interac-
tions. Specifically, the region where we might expect kx
−1
scaling corresponds to the wave numbers occupied by the
LSMs, and experiments have shown that although the LSMs
appear to behave as attached motions, they do not scale sim-
ply on wall variables.
D. Boundary layers versus pipes/channels
We mentioned the puzzle as to whether the von Kármán
constant  is different in pipes, channels, and boundary lay-
ers. Other differences have also been highlighted between
boundary layer flows and the confined flows of pipes and
channels. This extends beyond the well-documented and ob-
vious differences in the outermost region and includes the
inner-scaled streamwise turbulence intensity and the other
components of Reynolds stress, which may be subtly differ-
ent between these flows even in the viscous buffer region.
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Recent studies Jimenez and Hoyas126 and Buschmann
et al.137 report significant differences for the available w2+
and v2+ profiles between boundary layers and internal flows
in the logarithmic region. These measurements are sparse
and difficult to obtain at high Reynolds numbers, and fur-
ther work is warranted. Note, however, that all these findings
are consistent with the inner region being influenced by
outer-scale motions, which have been shown to depend on
the outer geometry.
It has become clear that the relative importance of LSMs
and VLSMs depends on the nature of the flow: they appear
to behave differently in pipes, channels, and boundary layers
Hutchins and Marusic,114 Bailey et al.,157 and Monty
et al.155. Monty et al.155 concluded that superstructures as
reported by Hutchins and Marusic114 in boundary layers are
different from the VSLMs reported by Kim and Adrian26 in
pipe and channel flows. Whether the quantitative differences
observed are due to the interaction with the opposite wall in
pipe and channel flows or the intermittency of the outer re-
gion in boundary layers remains uncertain. Another issue
which complicates comparisons is the appropriate Reynolds
number for comparison.
E. Roughness
Recent high-Reynolds-number experiments have broadly
upheld Townsend’s hypothesis that the influence of rough-
ness on the outer region is restricted solely to changing the
boundary condition, U. This is found to be so even for large
roughness elements, despite their influence extending to
about three times their height from the wall. However,
anomalous experiments do exist, particularly with two-
dimensional roughness in boundary layers, and these will
need to be explained.
New roughness experiments have shown that most but
not all roughness types produce an inflectional Nikuradse-
like transitional resistance relationship. While Nikuradse’s
results in rough-wall flows are for the specific sand-grain
roughness, they are far more representative of the practical
conditions than any of the Colebrook correlations, which are
smoothed curves through a variety of practical conditions,
but not accurately representative of any of them. This implies
that schemes based on Colebrook’s interpolation such as the
Moody diagram have to be phased out gracefully.
F. Experimental methods
The past couple of decades have seen a number of high-
Reynolds-number facilities come on line including all the
facilities cited in Table I, with others on the way CICLoPE
and the New Hampshire tunnel. We now recognize that in-
dependent measurements of the wall shear stress in all
boundary layers and most channel flows are essential, with
the fully developed pipe flow being the exception. The value
of any data is greatly diminished without such independent
accompanying measurements. Existing facilities particularly
the channel and pipe flows at Melbourne have helped to
improve our understanding of flow development in fully de-
veloped flows.
We also now have a much better appreciation of the
effects of initial conditions on boundary layers from experi-
ments and from DNS. Because boundary layers are gener-
ated in flow facilities in many different ways, for instance, on
walls of test sections or on suspended plates, with different
starting conditions and different devices to achieve the fully
turbulent state, the virtual origin of the turbulent boundary
layer can vary a great deal. While it is most convenient in
practice to correlate the local skin friction with a Reynolds
number based on x, such correlations are of very limited use
or general validity. The new derivation of streamwise bound-
ary layer growth from the log law and the basic equations
has brought about a significant improvement as the virtual
origin of ZPG TBLs can now be determined from local
integral parameters without the need for additional fitting
parameters.
The ASL has proven to be an invaluable and single re-
source for extremely high-Reynolds-number data, while at
the same time we recognize clearly its limitations for provid-
ing high quality data and continue to debate its suitability as
a model for the canonical case.
We have highlighted the effects of spatial resolution on
hot-wire response, which is much more pervasive than pre-
viously thought. The development of very small probes to
solve this problem for existing facilities is under way and
future facilities are generally being designed to overcome the
spatial resolution problem by building them on a large
enough scale. We have also seen the development of new
instrumentation to measure pressure fluctuations within a tur-
bulent flow with good spatial resolution.
G. Modeling and prediction
Nearly all turbulence models, and their computational
implementations for the prediction of wall-bounded flows,
depend explicitly or implicitly on the overlap region param-
eters. Therefore, all of the issues raised above have a sub-
stantial impact on our ability to predict such flows, in par-
ticular, for complex flow fields or geometries. For example,
the sensitivity of the results to the von Kármán constant
alone can lead to unacceptable errors in predictions. Simply
relying on calibration of the many coefficients used in these
models, which are specific to particular flow geometries
over limited ranges of Reynolds number, is not a prudent
approach.
VIII. CLOSING REMARKS
Significant work has been carried out over the past de-
cade on wall-bounded turbulence, and this has largely been
driven by the desire to generate data at high Reynolds num-
bers; DNSs have proceeded in a similar way. Even so, many
of the outstanding issues listed by Sreenivasan15 20 years
ago remain open, and, indeed, new experiments have led to
new questions related to scaling laws and the role of the
largest scale motions. At the moment, extracting a theory by
sifting through the data more carefully is the missing ele-
ment. A positive development is that, perhaps more than ever
before, we are starting to develop extensive collaborations,
sharing facilities, instrumentation, and ideas. These efforts
are likely to be increasingly international and cooperative.
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One project, inspired by the workshops and already under
way, called ICET International Collaboration on Experi-
ments in Turbulence is an attempt to explore the limits of
turbulent flow facilities and their instrumentation by a group
of scientists drawn from Australia, Italy, Japan, Sweden,
Switzerland, and the United States, with experiments carried
out jointly in wind tunnels at Stockholm, Melbourne, and
Chicago, listed in Table I. Such efforts, and others in the
future, are indeed required for a better understanding of high-
Reynolds-number turbulence.
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